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Remington® Model 70(f' Rifles Take Short Action Ultra 
Mag Performance to the Next Level 

Madison, NC -- Remingwn is proud to introduce Lhe first short action fv1odel 700 magnum 
rifles - the Model 700 RDLTM SS and Model 700 Sendero® SF in .300 Remington Short 
Action Ultra Mag and 7rnm Hemington Short Action Ultra Mag. Introduced in 2001, these 
highly efficient cartridges bring true magnum pmver to the sh011 action platform. Now 
Remington is matching the strength and accuracy of the l\ilndel 700 design with nur f'remierC.l~' 
Short Action Ultra Mag offerings. 

The Modd 700 RDL SS (Stainless Synthcotic) offers all of the reliable design features of the 
Model 700 BUL housed in a rugged, all weather black synthetic stock complete with swivel 
studs. The short action receiver and clean 24-inch magnum contour barrel are constmcted of 
416 ~tainless steel wirh a satin finish. The hinged floor plate magazine has a 3 + 1 round 
capacity and the rnceiwr is drilkd and tapped for ~cope mounts. Suggested retail: $775. 

At the top of the class of premier long range, short action magnum rifles is the 
Model 700 Sendern SF (Stainless Fluted). Features include a 416 stainles~ action, hedded in 
a hand laid-up composite stock reinforced with arnmid fiber, swivel studs and a 26-inch 
free-floated, 416 stainless steel barrel with longitudinal ±luting for added rigidity and heat dis
sipmion. The hinged floor plate magazine has a 3 + 1 round capacity and the receiver is drilled 
and tapped for scope mounts. Suggested retail: $1016. 

Pairing the revolutionary performance of the .300 Remington Short Action Ultra Mag and 7mrn 
Remington Short Action lJ1Lra Mag carlTidges with the Lime-proven, out-of-the-box accuracy of 
the Model 700 will set a new standard frir magnum rifles, 

Model 700 BDL SS 700 Sendero SF 
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BBL Length 24 incbco 26 iod1cs 
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A vg. Weight 7 1/2 lbs. 8 l/2 lhs. 
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Stock Finish Matte Matte 

416 Stainks~ Stcd 
Satin S taialess Satin St~:ialess 
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